We propose meaning-preserving translations between L B , L U and L sb (three modal logics in full agreement with branching bisimulation), thus proving that they all have the same expressivity. The translations can be implemented and have potential applications in the automated analysis of reactive systems.
Introduction
Modal logic is an important tool in the analysis, speci cation and veri cation of reactive systems 22].
Among many other applications, logics like the Hennessy-Milner Logic (shortly, HML) have been used as a benchmark for semantic equivalences 12] , as the speci cation language used in model checking tools 2], and as a language in which to explain why two systems are not semantically equivalent 14] . A classical result of modal characterization of semantic equivalences, is the adequacy theorem of Hennessy and Milner stating that in a ( nitely branching) transition system, two states p and q are bisimilar, written p$q, i they satisfy the same HML formulae, written p HML q, where p L q def , 8f 2 L (p j = f , q j = f):
This fundamental result is a strong point in favor of bisimulation equivalence as the key semantic equivalence for CCS 17, 19] . It also helps to explain the concepts underlying bisimulation equivalence. Following the direction exempli ed in 12], many other behavioral equivalences have been This article extends our earlier work presented in Proc. AMAST'93, Enschede, NL, June 1993. characterized through modal logics: see 18, 1, 13, 21, 3, 5, 10] among many others.
Here, we are mostly interested in modal logics with past-time (backward) modalities. A few exist. They have been used (among other applications) to capture non-continuous properties of generalized transition systems (J T in 13]), to characterize history-preserving bisimulation in causality-based models (L P in 3]) and to characterize branching bisimulation by mimicking back-and-forth -bisimulation (L B in 5]).
In particular, regarding L B , we want to compare it (in terms of expressivity) with L U and L sb , two modal logics with only forward modalities, that also characterize branching bisimulation. The existing literature 5, 10] establishes that they have the same distinguishing power: p LB q i p LU q i p Lsb q because, writing $ b for branching bisimulation, p L q i p$ b q for any L 2 fL B ; L U ; L sb g. Formally speaking, these results do not compare the expressivity of the L B , L U and L sb logics. One usually says that two logics L and L 0 have the same expressivity when any formula of one logic has an equivalent (in some formal sense) in the other logic. (When the equivalent formula can be e ectively computed, we say that there exists a translation algorithm.) While it is very common in other elds, this particular question has not received much attention in the eld of modal logics for reactive systems. Regarding L B , L U and L sb , this article shows, through three translation theorems of the general form L L 0 , that they can all be translated into any other. Our translation theorems use speci c techniques we developed for branching-time temporal logics with past 16]. Usually, the main technical di culty is to establish a so-called separation theorem. Our motivations are not only theoretical. The translations we describe are constructive, easy to implement, and potentially useful in the automated analysis of reactive systems. For example, by showing how to translate HML bf (HML with past-time connectives) into its future-time fragment HML, we show how to easily expand the input language of any software tool (e.g. a veri er) handling HML properties. Similarly, the translations between L B , L U and L sb can be combined with the diagnostic mechanism of 15] (which uses L U to explain why two systems are not branching-bisimilar) to o er explanations in di erent modal languages.
All the logics we consider in this article are variants of HML:
HML bf : is a back-and-forth version of HML, in a framework with only visible labels, L U : is a version of HML with an \until" modality, in a framework with invisible labels ( 's), L sb : is a weaker L U , inspired from the de nition of semi-branching bisimulation, L B : is a version of HML bf incorporating 's.
In Section 2 we recall the technical framework (transition systems and modal logics with backward modalities) in a setting with no invisible (a.k.a. ) labels. We discuss the expressivity and translation issues in this basic setting (Section 3) where it is already possible to give a rst translation theorem (Section 4). Interesting in its own right, this theorem also has pedagogical virtues, as it exempli es the approach we use in the remainder of the article. Then we move (Section 5) to systems with -steps and logics for branching bisimulation. We present a few preliminary results in Section 6 and establishes the three main translation theorems in Sections 7 and 8.
Logics with backward modalities
We consider a xed set A = fa; b; : : :g of labels. A labeled transition system (LTS) is an edge-labeled graph hQ; !i where Q = fp; q; : : :g is a set of states and ! Q A Q is the transition relation. We assume a xed LTS S. De nition 3.1 Two formulae are globally equivalent, written f f 0 , i j = f , j = f 0 for all runs in all LTS's.
They are initially equivalent, written f i f 0 , i q j = f , q j = f 0 for all states q in all LTS's.
For example, we have hai> i ? but hai> 6 ?. Clearly, f f 0 implies f i f 0 but the converse is not true as seen above.
When we just say \equivalent", we mean \globally equivalent". 
In both cases, the reverse implication is not true in general.
One trivial example is HML g HML bf , which holds because HML HML bf . We now investigate the reverse direction. 4 From HML bf to HML Theorem 4.1 HML bf i HML.
The proof is in two steps: we rst \separate" HML bf formulae modulo , and then translate separated formulae into initially equivalent HML formulae. This requires some preparation.
Say a formula is pure-past (resp. pure-future) if it does not contain forward (resp. backward) modalities. Say it is separated if no backward modality occurs in the scope of a forward modality (and write HML sep bf for the fragment of HML bf that contains only separated formulae).
Proposition 4.2 (Separation Lemma for HML bf )
HML bf g HML sep bf : (2) Proof We show that any f in HML bf is equivalent to a separated f 0 . The proof is by structural induction on f, . The cases when f has the form >, g 1^g2 , or :g are obvious. f = haig: g can be separated (by ind. hyp.) into some g 0 . Then f f 0 def = haig 0 is separated. f g 00 and g 00 is separated.
5
? In the general case, g 0 can be put in disjunctive normal form Proof Use haif i ? to eliminate (modulo i ) all backward modalities since they are not in the scope of a forward modality.
Modal logics for branching-bisimulation
We now move to a setting where invisible steps are allowed. Such steps are a fundamental way of modeling the abstraction operation required for the hierarchical description of systems 17, 19] . We write for this invisible label and consider transition systems labeled over A def = A f g. We write q ) q 0 when there is a sequence q ! : : : ! q 0 . That is, ) is the transitive and re exive closure of !. In this setting, a very natural equivalence is branching bisimulation 11, 10] . 5] introduces L U and L B , two modal logics characterizing branching bisimulation. 3 . hhkiihh iif hh iihhkiif hhkiif, 4 . hhkiihh iif hh iihhkiif hhkiif, 5 . hhaiihh iif hhaiif, 6 . hhaiihh iif hhaiif, ! n s.t. n j = g and i j = f for i < n; j = fh ig i 9n 0, = 0 ! 1 ! n?1 ! n s.t. n j = g and i j = f for i < n.
Then, the L U formula fhaig requires that f hold continuously until some moment when g will be true immediately after an a step. The inspiration behind L U is the de nition of branching bisimulation 11]. L U 's \until" modality is stronger than L B 's forward modalities. Indeed, we have:
hhkiif >hki(>h if): (3) while we don't see any way of expressing \until" as a combination of hh:ii and hh:ii ( Clearly, the inspiration behind L sb is the de nition of semi branching bisimulation 11], which coincides with branching bisimulation. When j = ffagg, we do not state any property of the intermediary states between and 0 . This gives technical simplicity: in order to satisfy ffkgg, it is only necessary to satisfy f in one future place. This explains why (f _ f 0 )fkgg ffkgg _ f 0 fkgg (5) is valid. L U o ers no such property. Clearly, L sb is weaker than L U and indeed L sb is readily translated into L U through ffkgg hh ii(f^fhkig) (6) entailing L sb g L U .
5. This section develops some useful concepts for the following sections. The aim is to study a speci c class of formulae which behave well in the left-hand sides of L U 's \until" modalities in the sense that they enjoy distributivity properties not satis ed by arbitrary formulae.
De nition 6.1 An L BU formula f is a 3-formula i for all , 0 in all LTS's, j = f and 0 ) imply 0 j = f. It is a 2-formula i for all , 0 in all LTS's, j = f and ) 0 imply 0 j = f.
Thus when a 2-formula (resp. 3-formula) holds of some , it holds in all -successors (resp. -predecessors) of . This is why for any 2-formulae f 2 and g 2 and any 3-formulae f 3 and g 3 (f 2 _ g 2 )hkih (f 2 hkih) _ (g 2 hkih) (f 3 _ g 3 )hkih (f 3 hkih) _ (g 3 hkih)
We write informally f 2 3 (resp. f 2 2) when f is a 3-formula (resp. a 2-formula). A given formula may well be both a 2-and a 3-formula (witness > and ?) or none. (10) which can be translated by ind. hyp.
We let the reader check that (7-10) hold when f 3 i 2 3 and g 2 i 2 2 for all i. As an indication, we can give the intuition behind (9) (7) Proof We show that any f 2 L sb can be translated into an equivalent formula in L B . This is done by induction on the modal height of f, and then by structural induction on f. The interesting case is when f is some gfkgh. We know (Corollary 6.3) that g is a boolean combination of 3-formulae. Then, thanks to (5) and Lemma 6.2, it is enough to only consider formulae of the general form (f 3^g2 )fkgh, with f 3 2 3 and g 2 (12) and there only remains to replace f 3 , g 2 and h by their L B equivalent. (Again, we let the reader check that (11) (12) are valid whenever f 2 3, g 2 2.)
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hai(:hh ii ^ ) hai(: ^ )
hai(hhbii ^ )
? if a 6 = b, ( h i( ^ hai )) _ (hh ii ^ hai ) if a = b. (18) hai(:hhbii ^ )
hai if a 6 = b, :hh ii ^( ^: )hai if a = b. (19) h i(hhbii ^ ) hhbii ^ h i (20) h i(:hhbii ^ ) :hhbii ^ h i Proof All equalities are proved by case analysis, considering the di erent ways a given formula may be satis ed by a given run. We just give a detailed proof of (22) , the most complex equality, and leave the other proofs to the reader.
We rst prove the \)" direction. For this, assume that j = n j = and i j = (hh ii ^') _(:hh ii ^' 0 ) _ for all i < n. We distinguish three cases (illustrated in Figure 1 Clearly, these three cases cover all possibilities. If now we assume k = , the same reasoning applies except that there is one more possibility: may satisfy the left-hand side of (22) by satisfying . In this case j = hki for any . As it also satis es hh ii _ :hh ii , it must satisfy the disjunction hh ii ^(' _ )hki W :hh ii ^(: ^(' 0 _ ))hki and then the right hand-side of (22) . Now, it should be clear that if satis es the right-hand side of (22), then we are necessarily in one of these three (or four, if k = ) cases, so that j = We can now turn to the separation theorem for L BU , that is we describe how equalities (14) to (25) allow to rewrite any L BU formula into an equivalent separated formula. Basically, (14) to (25) are su cient to pull out any occurrence of a backward modality from the (immediate) scope of a forward modality. But this may bury other subformulae under several layers of forward modalities. Therefore the main di culty is to nd a strategy ensuring termination. For this we use an approach inspired from 8, 16] . The rewriting strategy is decomposed into a succession of lemmas dealing with more and more general cases. As a technical simpli cation, we consider in this section that \until" is the only forward combinator in L BU , thanks to (3) and (6 (22) is equivalent to f 0 1 x; hh iix]hkif 0 2 x; hh iix], which we denote by f 00 x]. Because the f 0 i x; hh iix]'s are separated for i = 1; 2, all occurrences of hh iix in f 00 x] are immediately under the top-most \until" and some boolean combinators. We use the valid equalities from Lemma 8.3 to rewrite f 00 x] into an equivalent separated formula. There are a few special cases:
Case 1: If hh iix only occurs in the right-hand side of the \until", it is enough to put this right-hand side in disjunctive normal form, use (4), the distributivity law, to deal with disjunctions, and equalities (14) and (15), or, depending on k, (16) and (17), to obtain a separated f 0 x; hh iix] with f 0 x; y] pure-future.
Case 2: If hh iix only occurs in the left-hand side of the \until", we use boolean manipulations to collect all these occurrences and put f 00 x] under the general form: if k 6 = , the distributivity law and equalities (14) and (15) are su cient to eliminate right-hand side occurrences of hh iix so that we are back to Case 2. if k = , this strategy does not work because (16) will bury under two nested untils.
That's why we developed the more complicated equalities (24) and (25) which, together with the distributivity law, will yield the answer we sought. Proof By induction on the structure of f x]. This follows the same steps we use for Lemma 8.4. Note that in f 0 x; y; z], z may appear under until modalities, so that f 0 x; hhbiix; hh iix] is not necessarily separated. For this proof, this means that we may introduce new occurrences of hh iix (in pure-future contexts) and do not have to worry with any such occurrence that is already present.
Let's consider the induction step, assuming that f x] is an until-formula of the form f 1 x]hkif 2 x]. We look at f hhbiix]. By ind. hyp., it is equivalent to some f 0 1 x; hhbiix; hh iix]hkif 0 2 x; hhbiix; hh iix] where all occurrences of hhbiix are immediately under the top-most until (and some boolean combinators). Case 1 If hhbiix only appears in the right-hand side of the \until", we use the distributivity law and equalities (18) to (21) . Observe that (18) and (19) Figure 2 summarizes all the translation results we established in the branching bisimulation framework. Clearly no arrow (save those derived by transitivity) can be added because this would require translating (in the strong, \global equivalence", sense) a logic with backward modalities into a logic with only forward modalities.
Conclusion
In this article we proved that L B , L U and L sb (three modal logics which have been proposed as characterizations of branching bisimulation) have the same expressivity. We gave e ective translations between the three logics. The main technical di culty lies in the fact that L U and L sb only have forward modalities while L B has both forward and backward modalities.
An important question remains to be investigated: what is the relative succinctness of the three logics? All the translations we gave potentially lead to combinatorial explosion. This seems inescapable for the translations from L B to L sep BU and from L U to L sb . Regarding the (straightforward) translation from L sb to L U , the combinatorial explosion disappears if we consider formulae as acyclic graphs rather than trees. Regarding the translation from L sb to L B , the same \graph versus tree" di culty combines with the combinatorics of boolean conjunctive normal forms. Clearly, formally establishing non-polynomial lower bounds on relative succinctness would prove that none of L B and L U really subsumes the other. This would be a very strong argument in favor of using (say) L BU as the natural modal logic for branching bisimulation.
More generally, translations between modal logics of reactive systems have not been subject to much investigation in the literature. This is partly due to the fact that few behavioral equivalences enjoy several distinct modal characterizations (in this regard, branching bisimulation was a welcome exception.) We believe many interesting translation problems can be investigated when modal logics with backward modalities are considered. Figure 2 : Translations between logics for branching bisimulation
